
Draw a stickman 
With diogrames 



Meteriols 
A surface to draw on like a piece of paper, white board, etc 

A utensil to draw with like a pencil, pen, maker, etc  

Then something hard to draw on like a desk, a table, a wood floor, ect. If said 
surface is not than the result will be different. 

For our demonstration we will use a piece of paper, a pencil and a desk 



Tips 
Depending on your drawing service you will use different drawing utensils for 
example if you use a whiteboard you should use a whiteboard marker 

You should refrain from light colors like pink, yellow, orange, green or little version 
of anything. Stick with darker colors like blue, purple, black or dark.version of 
anything.

For your first time drawing a stickman i suggest using a pencil because you could 
eras it. In order to do that you will need to use and eraser typically found at the 
end of a pencil. Yet sometime that is not the case in thought insinsis you will need 
a separate utensils. 

Also refrain from crayons colored pencils of marks .misshapes ore ofenly user 
using these utensils 



 Where you can find you supplies 
You can find all of you supplies at the following places.

Pencil (aka drawing utensil)= target, walmart, staples, office depot, and amazon.    
pencils typically come in paces. Cheep.  

Paper (aka drawing surface)= target, walmart, staples, office depot, and amazon.       
Paper also typically sones in paces. Cheep. 

Desk= ikea. Does not come in paces. Also very expensive.  



Step one  

You must locat and go to your local store were you by your sulpice. 

Disclaimer!!!!!! 

We will not be going over how to buy said idome nor will we go over how to go to 
and from said store. If you don't know how to do that you must find that out by 

yourself. You probably have already gotten a slide showing you how to shop if not 
google it. We will also not be going over how to google. Yet we will menchon how 
stores will only take earth currency. Said currency will change varying from where 
you are located. For example in the usa will usually only take $$$ kind  of cernesy. 



Step 1 
Find a your chosen materials. You will need to assemble a desk uncap you pens 
and open your pack of paper   



Step 2 
Put the paper on the deck  



Step 3 
Grabe pen in  your dominant hand your dominant hand is the one they you use to 
rite with more. 



Step 4
Rest you hand on paper with pen still in hand with the thumb side facing up but 
keep them on pen. 



Step 5
Use your thumb and pointer finger to learn the pen till it touches the paper then 
drag your hand towards you slowly for around 2-4 depending on you speed.stop 
with unef room of the legs. It may not like exactly like this and that is ok. 



Step 6
Keep you hand at the same spot and move it towards your left shoulder. Make the 
line till close to the bottom of the page.   



Step 7
Pick you hand up and go back to the bottom of your first line. Do this without 
making marks on the paper.  



Step 8 
With your pen still on the bottom of line one drag your hand with pen still in it 
towards you right shoulder. To cree at a third line.



Step 9
Now pick you hand up with pen and bring it to the top of line one. Do this without 
making any marks on the paper. 



Step 10 
Wals your hand itatop line 1 follow steps 6-8 but instead of the bottom of line 1 
make sure it is on top of line 1 so it looks like this. 



Step 11
Bing your hand with pen in it to the top of line 1 without making a mark on the 
paper.



Step 12 
Okay  so this is the hardest part of drawing a ske man. The head. You will need to 
sweat  circle on top of line 1. When you draw it you will need to move quickly and 
still stay in controle it is ok if you need to go over it a couple of times to get it 
right.w e recommend practising drawing a circle on a separate sheet of paper. To 
draw a circle you move your hand clockwise till your hand meets topo line one 
agen. 



Your stick man should look like this 



Now prakes
If you praktis this and try drawing more than one day you could do this. 




